
Glose.Up: Afrosurrealism
Filmmaker's lournal: Notes on The Lincoln
Film Conspiracy
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because, as a studio fellow with the Whitney Independent Study Program' I

had
nic
tert
ished during the technological transitions ofthe late 1920s and early 1930s

as technicians and artists experimented with new creative methods like syn-

chronized sound and two-strip Technicolor, and I wondered how these inno-

vations related to the social situation of African Americans. I continued this

ex
to
ca

overlooked? How is value determined?

Whenever I saw the Lincoln clip that Bowser had included in her docu-

mentary, I was intrigued again and again. It fascinated me precisely because

nothing was happening in it other than the "meet-cute"3 tFPical in movies

ofthe era except that the actors were black.

Ina Diane Archer, "close-up: Afrosurrealism: Filmmaker's fournal: Notes on The Lincoln

Film conspiracy." Blackcamera, An International Film lournal, vol. 5 No. 1 (FaII2013),

226-23t.

once glimpsed in Pearl Bowser's documentary MidnightRamble: Oscar
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And somewhere in the back of my mind was Arthur |afa's "what if'l of a

cinematography or even a photochemistry that ancient Africans invented. In
his published remarks, |afa theorizes that the hand-cranked camera, which

gives the flicker to silent film, was more appropriate to capturing the expres-

iive form or "plasticity (much like a talking drum)" of human motion-of
black motion. He says, "We have to be able to . . . break it down, sometimes

veryhypothetically and retroactively. . . almost as in science fiction and say,

'what if we had put the apparatus that we understand as cinema in Africa

five hundredyears ago? Whatwouldwe have now?"'aWhathappenedto Lin-

coln's race films, I wondered, and what were they like?

Eventually, I wrote a treatment or a very short story about the lost Lin-
coln films in which I imagined their fictional historiography, and it would

likely have remained merely an idea but support from creative capital helped

me to develop my proPosal into a project. My narrative was as follows:

A researcher interviews characters both scholarly and those ofdubious mental

states, asking what has become of the Lincoln Film archive? Conspiracy theo-

ries are outlined: a government plot in conjunction with Hollywood to destroy

these'positive" films, leaving only denigrating images of blacks; an elderly ac-

tor suggests the films were burnt by a light-skinned Negro actor who, passing

for white in Holll'wood, needed all evidence of his true identity annihilated'

Perhaps the fi.lms combusted as unstable films often do. Evidence of great heat

is found in the vicinity of the studio's site. A local restaurateur remembers reci-

pes made with unusual regional vinegar. Did we eat our cinema history on our

salads? others are indicted by memory. Inevitably, a crackpot propounds alien

abduction. The frustrated researcher closes her search.

This story references the many ways that nitrate films deteriorate, decom-

pose, and eventually can detonate. Later fi.lm stocks, when improperly stored,

chemically erode and emit a noxious warning odor, called in preservation

parlance "vinegar slmdrome." But it also speaks to the volatility of unfulfilled

s's poem
a dream

deferred?" provides a central metaphor in my narrative, linking rotting com-

bustible film to deferred dreams, suppressed black expression, and nega-

tive cinematic depictions, which can lead ultimately to cultural destruction.s

The Lincoln Film Conspiracy was originally planned as both a thirty-
minute film and a six-minute multiscreen installation that would use an

imaginary narrative to address the potential loss of orphaned and minority
artifacts from film history, film preservation, and from the archive. My film

Or does it explode?
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and installation would draw upon real and fabricated archival materials to

contemporary score, including rhythmic dialogue. And as the film is set in

the present, it would reflect on what might have happened in the past, while

imagining a'telestial" or utopian future.
The first iteration, litled The Lincoln Film conspiracy Prologue (2007,

16 min.) screened as a short film and exists as a trailer of a trailer within

which is another trailer from a lost Lincoln/Archina production, "BlackAnts

in Your Pants of 19261' But my original concept has opened out into con-

tiguous artworks that include collages, objects, video projections, and pho-

tograPhs. So in awaYtheLincoln
Film Conspiracy has develoPed

into a kind of movie 'torPora-

tion' or studio, serving or gen-

erating my own artistic Practice.
When I made that first ver-

sion of Lincoln there was a Para-
doxical but useful occurrence.

The existing fragments of the

Lincoln Motion Picture Com-
panys By Right of Birth were

briefly lost while they were be-

ing moved from their archive-
a situation I only discovered

when I requested them for mY

film. When I finallyreceived the

footage, I found it curiouslY ar-

ranged in the kind of exPeri-

Figure 1, Film Fragment (2006). Collage. Courtesy

of the artist.
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mental state that I would have wanted anyway and I included it with only

slight edits in the project as it is now (fig. 1).

The project is both my imagining of an alien preservation archive ancl

literally a personal archive of my videos, which I mine much as I have other

preexisting images to create the semi-fictional Lincoln materials. For ex-

ample, my unfinished project from 1991, La TAte Sans Corps / The Head with'

out a Body, about the discovery, reanimation and exploitation of a youl]8,

black woman's disembodied head, is a sci-fi story that has been revived as it

Lincoln Film Conspiracyhorrorfuomance and for which I crafted a series ol

lobby cards modeled on those of the Reol Film company (fig' 2).u

Figure 2, Lobby card for lhe Lincoln Film Conspiracy:'La TArc Sans Corps'(2007). Digital print.

Courtesy of the artist.

The project archives my emotional world as well; consequently the pro-
duction has ebbed, flowed, gone on tangents, hesitated, and restarted. Family
and friends are disguised throughout the piece as characters in the films and
as players from the company.

At times Lincoln serves as a lens through which I view contemporary
social, and political issues and reflect on what's at stake for me personally.
Pitching the project around 2006 or so, I began my briefpresentation ofthe
Lincoln Film Conspiracy treatment with the phrase "I hope" while a collaged
image of Barack Obama appeared on the screen. As I outlined the project
and did the 'hsk'for what help I needed to go forward-the candidate's pic-
ture spoke much more loudly than any words I had to characterize the goals

and emotions of the project in a mere seven minutes.
As I looked forward to his election (I knew hed take it!), I had a bit-

tersweet feeling that the global representation of Obama and his truly Af'-
rican and American family-one that looked and felt exactly like my owrt
family-would in some way affect the relevancy of my project. I wohdered il'
the uniquely black American urgency to be visible and not to be lost, burictl
or suppressed in a nation sharply defined (rhetorically) by promises of rcp"
resentation that animated my artwork, and this project especially, was n(,w
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Figure 3, Lobby card tor The Lincoln Film Conspirny: "fhe Tales of Hoffman, Antoniab Tale'

(2007), 0igital collage, Photographer: Kelly Campbell. Antonia played by actor Gabrielle Archer

(fllmmake/s niece); Dr. Miracle played by Chris Davis a.k.a. "Mister Dead!' Poftrait of Antoniab

Motheris a pastel drawing (artist unknown) of lna Dodson Archer (the filmmake/s mother),

Courtesy of the artist.

gotng to be met, and that an idyllic or'telestial" future was imminent. Sub-

consciously this notion may have even stalled the project. But in these days

of Th e Help ( 20 I I ), ard Re d Tail s (20 l2), a compromised telling of the heroic
TU akegee airmen saga, and D j an go U nch ain e d (20 12; don t get me started ! ), I
thlnk we need the Lincoln fi.lms now more than ever-I certainly do. I need

the Llncoln Film Conspiracy to be the place where my parents, who have

both possed, Iive on-my mother, Ina Sr., is hidden as a portrait in the lobby
cgrd for a Lincoln Film Conspiracy production of "The Tales of Hoffman'-
elongolde my vibrant sister-in-law Venita-a talent and a trouper! -who,
when I felt myself getting too choked up during a presentation in Brooklyn,
rt€ppcd ln for me, unrehearsed, to read the conclusion of the Lincoln treat-
ment, She read:

F,xtra-terrestrials examine their ethnographic documentation of the planet

Errth, thc Lincoln films. "Based upon our evidence gathered in the 1920's, in-

hebltnnts of the planet exist in family groups consisting of a coupled male and

f'eruule wlth 2 or 3 handsome offspring. They occupy extravagant habitats. They
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are often involved in social, academic and business rituals as well as adventures
and romantic triangles. We conclude from our findings that the Earth is a para-
dise occupied by brown and black hued beings."

And that's the heart of mywhole project: Aliens had taken the "lost" Lincoln
films. They rediscovered and analyzed this archive of abducted early African
American movies, concluding for themselves, and leading the whole of the
universe to regard Earth as a black paradise-the very same paradise that it
has always been for me because of my blood and extended black families in
this life and in the world above (fig. 3).

Notes

l. The epigraph is taken from the last line of Langston Hughes's "Harleml' It be-
gins, "What happens to a dream deferred?" all on one line separate from the other three
stanzas, which are indented. The poem closes with a line separated from the others and
placed in italics:"Or does it explode?' (italics per the Norton edition). Langston Hughes,
'Harlem," in The Norton Antholog of African American Literature, ed. Henry Louis Gates

]r. and Nellie Y. McKay (New York W. W Norton, 1997), t267.
2. By Right of Birth (Harry A. Gant, I 92 I ). The film is about a woman reared by adop -

tiye parents. For more about this film and other race movies, please see Charlene Regester,
"The African-American Press and Race Movies , 1918-1929:' n Oscar Micheaux and Hls
Circle: African American Filmmaking and Race Cinema of the Silent Era, ed. Pearl Bowser
et al. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,2001), 38.

3. A meet-cute is an occasion or situation in 6.1m, television, etc., in which a poten-
tial romantic couple meets for the first time in a charming or entertaining way.

4. Arthur lafa et al.,'Discussionl' n Black Popular Culture: A Project by Michclt
Wallace, ed. Gina Dent. Dia Center for the Arts, Discussions in Contemporary Cullurr
Number 8 (Seattle: Bay Press, 1992),266. See also lafa,"69l'in ibid., 249-54.

5. Hughes, "Harleml' 1267.

6. Robert Levy's Reol Productions Corporation was a silent-era race movie entcr=
prise whose nonextant film productions include The Burden of Race (1921) and. Spillirr
(1e22).
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